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<H3 CLASS="ABSTRACT">Abstract:</H3> <P CLASS="ABSTRACT">The NASA Yardstick design
for the Integrated Science Instrument Module (ISIM) utilizes 64 1k x 1k InSb imagers. Since multiple
readouts per image are required to remove cosmic ray events and to reduce the readout noise, the implied
downlink rates can approach 0.7 Tbytes per day. These would exceed the downlink capabilities of RF links
from L2 or more distant orbits. Some form of on-board data analysis and compression is mandatory: a
factor of 100 compression for an L2 orbit, factors of 1000-10000 for a 1 AU drift-away or 1 x 3 AU elliptical
orbit. <P> Supported by funding from JPL to study the uses of low-cost, on- board parallel processors, we
are studying algorithms and architectures to perform cosmic-ray rejection and lossless compression of the
NIR images, while optimizing the resulting signal- to-noise. <BR> <BR> <BR> Keynbsp;words: space astrom-
etry; data compression; cosmic ray rejection. </P> <P><H1><A NAME="SECTION00010000000000000000">
NGST WIDE FIELD IMAGING: TOO MUCH DATA TO DOWNLINK</A> </H1> <P> The NASA and in-
dustry studies of the Next Generation Space Telescope (NGST) and the work of the Ad Hoc Science Working
Group (ASWG) have shown the importance of wide eld imaging in the near-infrared (NIR) to realizing
the core science mission ([<A HREF="computer.htmlNGST">Stockman et .al.1997</A>]). In the yardstick
NASA design, the ISIM features an 8K x 8K InSb imager - actually four independent 4k x 4k cameras -
for deep imaging to sub nJy levels between 1-3.5 <IMG WIDTH="13" HEIGHT="27" ALIGN="MIDDLE"
BORDER="0" SRC="img1.gif" ALT="">m. Silicon multiplexers are used to readout these imagers, ei-
ther in 512dd x 512 or 1k x 1k subsections. InSb and HgCdTe infrared arrays dier signicantly from CCD
readouts: each pixel has an independent readout amplier with diering gains and biases; the readout noise
per read is an order of magnitude higher than optimized CCD readouts; the accumulating signal can be read
in a non-destructive fashion. <P> Like for CCD arrays, the best strategy for achieving high signal to noise on
a faint scene using a NIR imager in space is to integrate the signal for as long as possible before resetting the
pixels/detector. This provides the greatest signal for either detector noise (dark current and readout noise)
or Poisson photon statistics. The detected background flux in the lowest part of the zodiacal light back-
ground will be approximately 0.1 photon pixel<SUP>-1</SUP>nbsp; s<SUP>-1</SUP>. For NGST, the maxi-
mum integration time is determined by the cosmic-ray rate, which we estimate to be <IMG WIDTH="105"
HEIGHT="27" ALIGN="MIDDLE" BORDER="0" SRC="img2.gif" ALT="rcosmic ’ 1 − 2"> cm<SUP>-
2</SUP>nbsp;s<SUP>- 1</SUP>, with each minimum-ionizing ray crossing an average of 1-2 pixels ([<A
HREF="computer.htmlShaw97">Shaw1997</A>],[<A HREF="computer.htmlCal97">Calzetti1997</A>]). For
a 10<SUP>3</SUP>nbsp;s observation, our adopted maximum integration time, we expect that 10imagers will
be aected by cosmic ray trails, with 1suering multiple hits. For those pixels not aected by cosmic rays
the total integrated background after 10<SUP>3</SUP>nbsp;s is about 100 equivalent electrons (e), with a
1
Poisson noise of 10 e. The \yardstick" goal for InSb readout noise is 15 RMS e per nondestructive readout.
Since we must use at least two reads per integration, one after resetting the array for the bias level and
one at the end of the integration, we will be detector-noise limited unless we adopt a scheme of multiple,
non-destructive readouts. <P> To minimize thermal transients and readout electronics, we have tentatively
baselined an \up-the-ramp" strategy for reading the NIR cameras. This method, which is now being used
for deep NICMOS imaging on HST, uses evenly spaced readouts during the integration. In the case of
NGST, we assume 64 readouts during the 10<SUP>3</SUP> nbsp;s integration. This not only reduces the
total eective readout noise to 6 RMS e, well below the background noise, but it also permits the detection
and removal of cosmic ray events. However, the penalty is a large increase in data volume. With an L2 orbit,
the NASA NGST study estimates a downlink rate of 1.6 M bits s<SUP>-1</SUP> using X-band or 46 Gbits
day<SUP>-1</SUP>. If we were to save and transmit the 64 readouts (16 bits pixel<SUP>-1</SUP>) and use
the 8k x 8k NIR camera continuously ( about 80 10<SUP>3</SUP>nbsp;s observations day<SUP>-1</SUP>),
we would need 5700 Gbits day<SUP>-1</SUP>. <EM>Clearly, we must develop a method of compressing the
NIR camera data by at least a factor of 100.</EM> This paper describes the use of many parallel computers
to optimally reduce the 64 readouts per NIR observation, eliminate cosmic rays, and compress the resulting
data in a noiseless or nearly noiseless fashion. This study, which is funded by JPL, will also develop the
computing and memory requirements for such a system and the ability to detect and recover from single-
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